Abstract. The temperature distribution within a thin metal plate of infinite extent traversed by an electric arc is obtained for the case when the plate remains electronegative. The potential application of this result to the experimental determination of the size of the cathode dark space is discussed.
the rate of heat production per unit volume, f (J + pcv<&n) ■ dS = f QdV. Js Jv IS JV Transforming the integral on the left, by means of Gauss' divergence theorem, and using the rule for the divergence of a product of a scalar and a vector [5] , we obtain div J + pcvn • grad $> = Q.
But, by Fourier's law, J = -/cgrad<P, where k is the thermal conductivity of the plate. Moreover, if a is the distance that a point lies from the arc spot centre, measured in the direction -n ( Fig. 1 ) then, ngradO> = , do and, on substituting for J from Fourier's law and using this result in Eq. (1), we get
where 2 Xk = pc.
<t>• const. In the case of a thin plate the heat flow problem becomes two dimensional and for Q we write W/h , where W is the normal heat flux density on the plate surface due to arc radiation, and where h is the plate thickness. In this case Eq. In order to reduce this equation to a recognisable form we must make the substitution [4] d> = e Xva<j,,
where <f> is a function of the coordinates in the plane of the plate, with origin at the arc spot centre. The equation thus obtained is
Kh which is related to the Helmholtz equation [6] . 3 . Integral solution. To solve Eq. (5) we apply Green's theorem in the form / (0V-4, -*vV) (6) where S is now any area in the plane of the plate bounded by a closed curve C , along which 5 measures distance, and normal to which d/dn denotes differentiation in the direction of the outward drawn normal; while <f> and 4>' are any two functions which, along with their derivatives, remain continuous in S. We assume that <t> satisfies Eq. (5) while vV -AV = 0,
and we seek a solution for a plate with its boundaries at infinity. From Eqs. (5), (6), and (7) we get
Th"" ds= A* aa-*T,rr1'
L
Further, a solution to Eq. (7) is <t>' = K{)(Xpv) , where K0 denotes the modified Bessel function of the second kind and zero order, and p is radial distance in the plane of the plate from the pole P , at which we seek the value of 4> (Fig. 2) . Since 4> now becomes infinite as p -> 0, we must deform C to consist of a small circle C, , described counterclockwise about P , and a circle C2 at infinity. With these changes Eq. (8) becomes, on letting the radius of C, tend to zero, i Is WK° [XpV)eXV° dS = X^l7tp {~K° {*pV) ^p + 0 J~p[kpv)) ■ But we know that [7] Hm^o(0 = -f0{tmt/2) , whence, by Eq. (4), on letting a{) stand for the value of a at P, (Fig. 3) <"=^ThLWK^)eH°"')dsIf we now move the point P to 0, the arc spot centre (Fig. 1) , and denote by <J>0 the temperature at 0 then, since (Fig. 3) a -a0 -p cos a, where a is the angle that the radius from P makes with -n (Fig. 3) , we obtain i p2k rOO Using Bessel's integral we readily obtain 2 nl0(t)= e da >o and so Jo roo / pWI0{?.pv) K0(Xpv) dp. \l{p2 + S') \J{p2+St) J where 7 is the current in the external metallic circuit of the arc, E is the axial electric field along the arc column, and 5, and s2 are the distances from the arc spot centre, 0, to the lower and upper terminations of the radiating portion of the arc column. By substituting from this equation into Eq. (9), and defining a function F by t \ l l F(») -s Jo t \ we obtain, using Eqs. (3) and (9) \A'2 + "2); Watson's tables [7] cover a range of arguments starting with 0.02 and so F(0.02) was evaluated using the series [8] K0 (t) = -70 (t) {In (t/2) + 0.5772 • ■ • } + (t/2 f + ■ ■ ■ , 70(0= 1 + (r/2)2 + -■ ■ .
In fact the product /0(0.02)AT0(0.02) found from Watson's tables differs from the value of this product found, using the above expressions, with terms in t2 and above omitted, by only 0.02%. Consequently the value of F(0.02) was determined analytically using the approximation 70 {t) K0 (t) {In (t/2) + 0.5772}.
On the other hand [7] i lim Kn (t) = e 6. Discussion and conclusions. Equation (10) only remains applicable if the speed of traverse of the arc is high enough so that temperatures developed in the plate remain small; since otherwise the heat flow problem may become nonlinear, owing to the temperature dependence of the thermophysical constants [9] , Moreover Eq. (10) applies only if all of the radiation received by the plate is absorbed. Consequently in experimental applications it is necessary to use oxidised plates, or plates treated with lamp black.
Under these conditions values of E, /, v and s2 (approximately equal to the gap distance) may be easily measured and the arc spot temperature, 5>0 , may also be readily measured, by one of several methods. These measurements used in conjunction with Eq. (10) and Fig. 4 then enable the value of 5, , the size of the cathode dark space, to be calculated, for a variety of metallic arcs. 
